GRIPPER AIR RINSER
MCBRADY HS-350
UTILITIES:
20-30 CFM @ 40 PSI
220VAC/1PH/50HZ-7

#1 MAIN CONTROL PANEL
UTILITIES:
7CFM@80PSI
220VAC/25A

#2 MAIN CONTROL PANEL
UTILITIES:
7CFM@80PSI
220VAC/20A

IFS UNSCRAMBLER
MODEL TT-45U / WITH
PACKON TABLE

RECTANGLE BOTTLE
ORIENTER

IFS CONVEYER
(GRIPPER INFEED)
5 FT (LF880-4.5 CHAIN)

JACKETED SURGE/SUPPLY
TANK WITH INTEGRATED
FLOAT SUPPLY CONTROL
SYSTEM
UTILITIES: 1CFM @ 80PSI

IFS VALUELINE OVERFLOW
FILLER MODEL: IFS-FOF14
100 GPM PUMP
UTILITIES:
7 CFM @ 80 PSI

IFS CONVEYER (FILLER)
15 FT (INDEXING)
(LF880-4.5 CHAIN)

CAPPERNT W/ BULK ELEVATOR /
BOTTLE SPACER
MODEL: IFS-CAPPERN
UTILITIES:
7CFM @ 80PSI

IFS CONVEYER (CAPPER)
10 FT (LF880-4.5 CHAIN)

IFS CONVEYER
HEAT RESISTANT 20 FT
(LF880-4.5 CHAIN)

TT45AN ECONO
45° DIAMETER VALUELINE
ACCUMULATION / SURGE
TURNTABLE

CE compliant
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Oriental Sauces & Oils in Glass